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The Mill hosts three nights of music and art

BODY LANGUAGE
The Denzels
PK Ripper and
DirtyD

Student
assaulted on
Allen Place
MADELINE BAUM '14
MANAGING EDITOR

At around three a .m. on Sunday,
March 4, Christopher Kenny '14 and
Timothy Suspenski '14 were walking
on Allen Place near the corner of
Summit Street when a car pulled up
next to them. When an estimated six
individuals got out of the car and went
at them, the students tried to escape.
Suspenski managed to get away, but
Kenny was savagely beaten and was
kicked repeatedly in the head.
A woman who was driving by saw
the assault, flash ed her lights and
blew her car horn, causing the attack·
ers to flee. If it weren't for this
woman, Kenny probably would have
been killed. At that point an unknown
individual called the police, who soon
responded with Hartford Police
Department and Campus Safety.
Kenny was taken to Harford
Hospital where he underwent seven
hours of facial surgery on Sunday for
severe injuries including two broken
eye sockets, a fractured jaw, multiple
contusions and broken ribs.
Dean of Students Frederick Alford

see ASSAULT on page 7
CHLOE MILLER '14
ARTS EDITOR

The Mill hosted a weekend full of
arts and entertainment, welcoming
three musical acts on both
Thursday and Saturday nights and
an art gallery opening on Friday
night. Thursday's concert featured
the
headlining
group
Body
Language,
a
foursome
from
Brooklyn with an indie·pop·electric
sound. They were opened for by
local DJ duo PK Ripper and Dirty D
as well as another Brooklyn foursome called the Denzels.

Saturday night marked the Mill's
Neon Gold Showcase, a concert made
up of three groups as well. Newcomer
St. Lucia and veterans Savoir Adore
opened for the New York city-based
dance group The Knocks. Both events
were packed with students and nonstudents alike, though Thursday's event
was open to everybody and Saturday's
was a registered social event that actually limited the number of attendees in
accordance with the new social policy.
Thursday's show was a stellar collec·
tion of both big and small names. The
Denzels are an indie pop-punk group

who recently released a five-track
EP called "Easy Tiger" of new sounds
to follow up their full album released
last May, "Slow Death." Their songs
have a chill-out vibe reminiscent of
an afternoon on the beach, with a
great under beat that kept the crowd
dancing. The DJ duo PK Ripper and
Dirty D hail from Hartford, where
they work with a local non-profit
called the Hartford Party Starters
union, which works to bring music
and entertainment to Hartford and

see BODY LANGUAGE on page 12

Visiting speaker Joe Damon inspires students
EMILY JOHNSON '14
CONTRIBUTING WRITER

On January 23, 2006, Joe Damon's
life changed instantly when a truck
slammed into the left side of his car.
Damon suffered a traumatic brain
injury, or TBI. Damon, a University of
Connecticut graduate, spoke to Trinity
students during a common hour presen·
tation on Thursday, Feb. 23, where he
told an attentive audience that he was
''lucky to survive." Damon also screened
the documentary of his journey, made by
his son's friend, a professional filmmaker.
Living and working in Italy at the
time, Damon spent about five weeks in a
coma after the accident. Damon was hos·
pitalized for three months in Italy before

returning home to Connecticut, where he
spent two more months at Gaylord, a
long-term acute rehabilitation and chron·
ic care hospital. Following his stay at
Gaylord, Damon was an outpatient at
Easter Seals in Windsor for a year.
Damon had to relearn the most basic
of tasks, such as how to hold a fork, write
his name, get himself up, go to the bathroom, and remember the day of the week.
According to Damon, "every day presented more challenges." Damon recalled difficult stages of his recovery, including out·
bursts in emotion, frustration, and
depression. When asked about those outbursts in frustration, Damon revealed
that it often helped him to stop what he
was doing a take a few deep breaths, letting out all of his aggravation.

Damon's rehabilitation was not easy,
nor is it yet complete, but three distinct
aspects of his life aided in his inspiring
recovery.
Before the accident, Joe was a compet·
itive marathon runner, cyclist, and triathlete. Damon and his wife Lynn would
often go for long biking trips around New
England, and one of Joe's most cherished
accomplishments was qualifying for and
completing the Boston Marathon. When a
Trinity student asked about Joe's lifelong love for such sports and the impact
it had on his recovery, Joe responded,
"the doctors said being athletic saved my
life," a line that resonated with many of
the student-athletes in the room.

see JOE on page 10
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Chris,
The Trinity Tripod
would like to offer
support and best
wishes for a speedy
recoverv.
"
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in advocating for a
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Tripod Editorial
Why study a foreign language?
We have this discussion
time and time again: ''What do
we gain from learning another
language?" For centuries critics
have debated the worthiness of
this endeavor, and for the most
part they agree: learning a foreign language is beneficial to
the human experience. Tu study
language is to study the very
heart of mankind. Language
affects politics; it affects relationships; it even affects how
we think. Trinity College
requires some basic knowledge
of a foreign language in order to
graduate, much to the delight of
freshmen and sophomores who
hustle into LSC early each
morning. There is something
about the study of a foreign language that is right at the heart
of a Liberal Arts education.
Foreign language skills can
help us in many practical ways.
While traveling, a background
in the native language makes it
easier to eat, find housing, and
get around the city or town in
which we are staying. Reading
maps and signs will keep us
safe and will make sure that we
don't waste any time wandering
lost in a train station. Foreign
language skills open up career
opportunities and bring us into
contact with people that we
would otherwise never meet.
They are pathway into a new
culture and the first step to
making sense out of a complex

world.
On an academic level, studying a foreign language helps
strengthen your attention to
detail, improves communication skills, and simply forces
you to think at a higher level.
When writing in another language, you learn to make do
with what you can say rather
than what you can't say. You
discover how negatives actually
work and how to piece together
dozens of ways to frame the
same question. Speaking a foreign language get you to think
quickly and keeps you aware of
facial clues and other body language that can be used to help
you get the point across.
Reading literature or philosophy in the original language
circumvents the quagmire that
is translation, a tool that, while
useful, can lead to misunderstanding, misinterpretations, or
simply a loss in the aesthetic
value of the text. A translated
version of Baudelaire's Les
Fleurs du ma] or Sartre's La
Nausee is not going to capture
all that the author set out to do,
particularly in poetry, where
every word carries so much
weight. In learning another language you gain an appreciation
for the beauty of it. Much of the
pleasure of reading is derived
from language, so if we truly
appreciate art in its purest form
we should do everything in our

power to understand the text as
it was originally written.
How you speak defines how
you live and act. When
thoughts are generated into
ideas and actions, they are
intrinsically linked to the language in which they were conceived. Inherent in a country's
language is their way of life,
andlearningthatlanguagecan
give an outsider a better idea as
to how a people think and live.
We can find the history of a
nation in their language, a lineage of military victories and
defeats, a family tree of cultural
revolutions and influxes of
immigrants.
It may seem odd to stress
the importance of studying a
foreign language during an age
in which it seems as if students
have a hard enough time speaking and writing English. Still,
cultures are mixing more and
more each day, and we can't
keep assuming that all other
nations will continue to cater to
those that speak English. We
must remember that learning
another language does not
mean that we will forget our
own. Soon we will not be able to
cut other nations off mid-sentence so that we can ask them:
"Parlez-vous anglais?"
-MHM

I

Letter to the Editor
A Poem
Dude, we're good to go now, you and I,
While the Campus Safety fleet stands silhouetted against the sky;
The sun has descended, the campus is calm.
In the firehouses the men brace for the first
false alarm.
A time of self-scrutiny, of reckoning, is nigh:
Will the students be chill,
Or will the Trinity campus be dry?
Yes, a day of reckoning is nigh:
Where does the principle of moral sovereignty
lie?

Staff meetings are held Tuesday nights at s:30 p.m. in
the Tripod Office in the basement of Jackson. Join us!

PLEASE RECYCLE
YOUR COPY OF
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Now before you accept that parallel, that
tempting special pleading,
And before you claim that subverting the
drinking law
Is the highest form of breeding,
Put your mind to task,
Draw on native genius, primal energy,
Self-regard,
And your desire to impress your date, Betsy
Landfill-Beauregard
In the name of mercy, love of country,
Or because you must save face,
Even though the TA says that the material is
"tendentious," "misleading,"
A "plain disgrace,"
Join the saving remnantAnd finish up the reading.

The officers are kind of edgy, some stare blankly
at their feet,
They have watched the happy, tipsy crowds as
they swayed to a rock or a Hip-Hop beat;
They know that the thousand cell phones are
built to never sound retreat,
And that college guides all say that, here, even
Hotties feel the heat.

-Prof. Jack Chatfield

They also know that some students unauthorized by law to drink
Will mourn the death of liberty by surrendering
their capacity to talk or think.
Dude, it's time some dipshits learn postHaste that unless they act as their own and
their brothers' keeper,
Trinity will have a strained visit from The Grim
Reaper.
Weeks past, at the Vernon Social Center,
When the crowd was so large that late-comers
could only with difficulty enter,
They booed the dean roundly as an oppressor
and hegemon,
Akin to a MacNamara in that colossus we call
the Pentagon.
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comprised of the Editor-in-Chief and the Managing Editor.
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Resources needed to improve safety
ABIGAIL WHITE '12
CONTRIBUTING WRITER

To the student attacked;
you are in our thoughts and
prayers.
As a senior, I'm accustomed
to receiving emails about the
residents of this city and occa sional stu dents' misbehavior
and bad decision making. A
few of my friends have had to
deal with the consequences of
such actions, so I am no
stranger to the fear, sadness,
and stress, when hearing
about these incidents cause.
Upon reading Mr. Lugo's
email, my initial reaction was
of disbelief, but not really surprise. How many of these
emails do we receive in a
semester? A month?
I said a short prayer for the
student and moved on to looking at the rest of my emails. By
the time I was done, a new
email had popped up painting
a gruesome picture of the situ ation. My heart broke and my
eyes burned upon reading the
words
in
the
students'
response. How could Mr. Lugo
leave out so much? Was it to
keep us calm? Meant to maintain a college advisory standard? Did he believe that the
truth was not going to get out?
I doubt it. Unfortunately, Mr.
Lugo's lack of honesty will cost
him the respect of many students who already have a
diminished opinion of the cam pus safety t eam .
Mr. Lugo should have been
more forth-coming about what
h a ppen ed a nd given us a
glimpse of the actions being
t aken . His job, a nd that of his
staff, is not to placate us and
certainly not to withhold
things from us. Such measures
don't work in our community. A

student's response to a campus
wide email is a perfect exam ple and justified. Students are
infuriated by the situation and
are sick of emails that essentially tell them that there is
nothing they can do to be safe
in the long run.
This year alone doesn't
inspire confidence when we
have had everyone from a
defenseless woman to a
brawny football player becom ing targets. My peer may have
been justified, but my question
to him is, 'what have you
accomplished?'
Instead of sending the
email to Mr. Lugo directly, he
sent it to the students as well;
making us aware, but possibly
inciting something worse. I
agree; the situation that
occurred is atrocious and the
overall issue of safety is laughable, but instead of blaming

someone, we need to be com ing up with solutions that can
help.
Remember, saying something as asinine as, 'put up a
fence!' is not productive and it
certainly doesn't help stu dents today. I would love to
see t h e College offering basic
self defense or putting mace in
the bookstore for us to buy.
These th ings are feasible to
put into effect and will be useful for t h e students today
instead of years from now. Yes,
it would be helpful to not
allow non-Trinity persons on
campus after a certain time.
Yes, it would be helpful to
have more security so they
aren't spread so thin, but
money is needed.
Priorities are needed and
funding needs to be allotted
for these precautions instead
of Mather renovations.

COURTESY OF KRISTINA SMITHY '14
A view of Allen Place, the street where the assault rook place early on Sunday morning.

An alternative to drone technology
civilians. These issues have
attracted the attention of a lot
of global agencies and NGOs
The U.S., with the help of and have been followed by
its
Central
Intelligence mass protests . It has been
Agency, has been carrying out labeled as a "failed" and "dradrone strikes in Pakistan in conic" policy.
an attempt to fight Islamists.
Federally Administered
Drone aircrafts are unmanned Tribal Areas (FATA) of
aerial vehicles that can be Pakistan are the most severecontrolled by a navigator. ly affected by the rise of
These drone attacks have Islamic fundamentalism . The
been extremegovernment
So what are the alterna- presence in the
ly controversial. At least tives that the U.S. and/or area is minimal.
The people livofficially, the
U .S.
carries Pakistani government have ing in these
out
these when fighting the extremist areas are not
attacks withvery educated
elements within the
out the knowland these areas
edge or conare still not
Pakistani society?
developed. The
sent
of
Pakistani government. So terrain is extremely rugged
there is an issue of disrespect- and rough. Contact with the
ing Pakistan's status as a sov- "outside world" isn't substanereign nation. Moreover, it's tial either. Regular laws of the
claimed that these strikes end State of Pakistan are not
up killing scores of innocent applied here and tribal laws
AHMED JAWAD '13

CONTRIBUTING WRITER

govern these areas . The
extremists, having provided a
religious cover to their activities, more or less enjoy popular support of the public .
These are the circumstances
under which the anti-extremism efforts have to be directed.
So what are the alternatives that the U .S. and/or
Pakistani government have
when fighting the extremist
elements within the Pakistani
society?
One alternative of drone
strikes is to carry out a fullscale military operation in
these areas. This would
require troops to go in an
area, clear out any civilians,
establish a stronghold, and
then see off the militants.
Seems very simple and
feasible on paper.
The problem with fighting

see ISSUES page 5

Student assault raises
awareness and questions
attack, imagine what could
have been prevented if a
Campus Safety car had been
Sunday morning I awoke to present on Allen.
yet another campus safety
There is also· the issue of
email, alerting the campus of transportation on campus.
a n assault. The email read These students should have
"assault" and contained four utilized the on campus shuttle.
simple sentences about an But here is a fun fact: only one
assault that resulted in injury shuttle was running that weekon Allen Place. The casual end, as the other shuttle was
punctuation and brevity of the out of commission because
email was very misleading. someone had vomited in it. The
Was it a sexual assault? An one running shuttle only had
attempted robroom for twenty
bery?
Who
It should not take a stu- students to sit,
could
have dent being nearly killed for and because of
known?
this the shuttle
the campus to finally take
The last line
was full. The
of the email action. It should not take driver drove by
read "Campus
students several
another student putting
Safety would
times, not even
like to remind campus safety on blast for informing them
all members of us students to receive the that the shuttle
the community
was full,
or
whole story.
to utilize on
advising the stucampus transdents to wait
portation, and walk in pairs or inside for it to come around
groups when possible." This again. These are the flaws of
implied that the student was at our campus.
fault for not being cautious. It's
Students can walk in
regrettable, but it happened. groups. Students can take self
And that was the end of it.
defense classes offered on cam Had it not been for a stu - pus. But students cannot
dent named Taliaferro Krusen defend themselves when they
'12 sending another email, the are attacked by large groups.
Trinity community would not This isn't some action movie
have known that the student, and we aTen't Chuck Norris.
who was indeed walking with a We need more h elp to prevent
friend, ended up in the hospital things like this. Campus Safety
with two broken eye socket s, a should fill these gaps.
broken rib, and a shattered jaw.
There is some controversy
The friend escaped, and the surrounding Krusen's email.
assailants fled when a member Many students disproved of his
of the Hartford community was u se of the t erm "Hartfo rd
driving by, and started honking locals" as well as the profanity
and flashing her lights. of the language. The connot aCampus Safety sent another tion surrounding "Hartford
email a few hours later apolo- locals" is very negative, and
gizing for the lack of informa - upsetting to the Hartford comtion, and giving similar details, munity, but with instances
but the damage was done.
such as these it isn't hard to see
It should not take a student why the relationship between
being nearly killed for the cam - Trinity and the Hartford compus to finally take action. It munity is strained.
should not take
The
term
another student
We need more help to " Hartford
putting
locals" and the
prevent things like this.
Campus Safety
profanity should
on blast for us Campus safety should fill not detract from
students
to
the overall point
these gaps.
receive
the
of the email. It
whole story.
was meant to
Dean Alford and President express outrage and provoke
Jones have sent emails regard- action, and I'd say it did a good
ing campus safety, informing job. If the administration does
the campus that the adminis- not take immediate action to
tration would be hiring five prevent further incidents, it
additional officers to focus on shows a complete lack of
Summit St., Crescent St., and respect for the students, and
Allen Place. This email was sends the message that our
sent on January 25. Where own opinions do not matter.
were they Sunday morning at 3
The close friends of the stu a.m.? Campus Safety obviously dent, as well as the entire
cannot be everywhere, but if Trinity community, are very
they are not on Allen, and they grateful to the woman who
are not on Crescent (as I can saved a beloved student from
attest to considering I live further injury. As the campus
there) are they all on Summit?
deals with the repercussions of
If it only took one woman to this brutal attack, our thoughts
honk her horn for the go out to the injured student.
assailants to stop their brutal We love you.
CHANEL PALACIOS '14
CONTRIBUTING WRITER

Opinions put forth in this section are those of the writers themselves and ch not reflect the views of The Trinity Tripod nor of its staff.
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Why do we feel the need for speed: a look at study drugs
WILLIAM MOFFETT '13
CONTRIBUTING WRITER

With mid-terms on the
horizon, it's time to air another dirty skeleton in Trinity's
closet (it's a wide-spread issue
on many college campuses,
and increasingly in the postgrad workforce); rampant
amphetamine
abuse .
However, I don't want to
retread the same ground of
discussing how it affects aca demic fairness and perform ance standards.
This ignores the more com plicated issues, and often
brings up the misguided
response, "Well, caffeine and
nicotine are study drugs too."
Abuse of those substances
may weaken your body and
frazzle your mind over time,
but amphetamine addiction
(even sporadic binges or brief
use) can damage your very
core. Much of the speed that
college students utilize is
about as close to meth as you
can feasibly get (if Ron Paul
ever somehow becomes president, college campuses would
probably all resemble an
episode of Breaking Bad), and
the addictive effects and withdrawals are similar to cocaine.
One of the most common psychological effects of speed is
false confidence, and rigidly
structured thought. This can
lead to assignments fulfilling
personal and academic expectations, and creates a complicated system of real and illusory validation. There may
not be an incentive to not use
it until the negative effects
(depression, anxiety, anger,
psychosis) become unbear-

able, but by then it may be
too late to easily derail.
The tragic irony is that
amphetamines are known to
destroy memory; so much of
what is learned and accomplished while speeding won't
be retained. But aside from
the potential ramifications,
we need to think about the
complicated
psychological
and social context that would
make students find it necessary to transcend their usual
limits via self-medication.
For some, it may seem like
there are not enough hours in
the day to accomplish all they
have to do; so they'll occasionally take it for important
assignments, and to give
themselves a more clearheaded boost into the night
(coffee can only push the
brain so far). Others prefer to
have their cake and eat it too,
and spend a good chunk of
their time on other activities
and neglect rigorous and con sistent work; and may end up
feeling like they have no
choice but to put their brain
into over-drive when a deadline approaches.
Not everyone's neurochemistry is affected the
same way, so some people
may avoid the intense repercussions. Yet tempting the
fates in this way is akin to
Russian Roulette, with additional bullets being loaded
into the chamber as time goes
by.

But amphetamines aren't
just a danger in themselves,
as they can create a cycle of
addiction and need that can
increase the abuse of other
narcotics (marijuana and

alcohol are known to ebb the
negative feelings of amphetamine withdrawal). This takes
time away from sober studying, which then makes it even
more necessary for some stu dents to push themselves further and take more amphetamines, creating a feedback
loop of dependency.
I don't want to critique
students as "bad people" for
abusing study drugs , since
they should be seen as victims to something outside
themselves, something that
doesn't consciously intend to
create speed-freaks. Maybe
the curriculum of this school
often chooses breadth over
depth, and gives both overachievers and under-achievers incentive to dope. Perhaps
the school isn't at fault .
Maybe performance paranoia
has its origins outside of college grounds.
While there is such a
thing as ADD and ADHD, it's
no secret that many psychopharmacologists have overprescribed the medications
without a thorough consideration of individual circumstances (the test to determine
ADD is based on a cognitivenot neurological-exam). Yet
there may even be a problem
with the need to constantly
diagnose and alter behaviors
(there are countless horror
stories of children being prescribed too early, and then
developing worse mental disorders because of it; on the
other side there are also
adults that cheat the system
to get prescriptions).
Our culture seems to have
a desire to "fix" things that

or~INI~OINI~ lO~
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we see as a deviation from
"normal" functioning, especially if "abnormality" is a
hindrance in most conventional social situations. A pill
can't solve every problem, and
a society that desperately
believes so will infantilize
human potential. And maybe
some of the things we see as
problems aren't really problems at all. When people
choose to stifle creativity in
favor of conformity, unbridled
curiosity in favor of rigid conventions , disruption in favor
of oppressive organization;
then we get dangerously close
to the kind of mentality that
gave rise to totalitarian
eugenics.
The problems might be
bigger than the particular
concerns of the United States
medicated culture. We live in
a globalized "blink-and-youmiss it" technocracy, with so
much multimedia stimulation, and an ever increasing
fear of being left behind due
to exponential technological
progress. With all this at play,
the insecurity and desperation to take short cut& and
push the mind regardless of
the
consequences
seems
unavoidable (not saying that
people that take amphetamines to write a paper on
some esoteric topic are doing
so out of economic insecurity,
but a microcosm is always in
some sort of relationship with
the macro).
Before you dismiss this as
just a pedantic and condescending rant, try witnessing
a close friend be driven to the
point of madness and suicidal
thoughts through pill-popping-dependency. See exuberant and creative people you
knew at the beginning of college become hollow shells of
themselves by the time they
graduate. Realize that the
two most common cultural
uses of amphetamines before
they became the rage in college campuses were; a diet
pill marketed towards house
wives, and to help soldiers
stay alert and focused during
war.

Watch as our consumer
culture forsakes individuality
and diversity for a collective
mass of despondent neurotics
that need to do whatever it
takes to "succeed." If you
think any of this is just paranoid over-statement, take a
look at the library during
mid-terms and finals ; pay
close attention to certain people in your class room. Eyes
like black saucers, legs shaking like jack-hammers, with
teeth clenched and mouths
dry. Overhear detached conversations with people rambling a mile-per-minute.
Then tell me this isn't a problem, regardless of how small
a percentage of this campus
may fall into the "speedtrap."
While it might seem like
grades
and
seemingly
increased intelligence are of
the utmost value, realize that
there are so many more
important traits that we
under-value, and that there
are some things we do in life
that there is no going back
from. When you get old
enough, your brain and body
stop being able to adequately
repair the damage done to it,
and many studies point to
amphetamine related damage
being irrecoverable.
Do we want to want a culture of maniacs (with the constant threat of the depressive
crash), concerned only with
technological
thoughtbecoming cogs in a vast and
indifferent machine-or do
we want something more
human; a little slower, a little
less concerned with the
impossible goal of perfectionism, and ultimately more
happy and content?
College should ideally be a
time to make lasting memories and retain what we
learn; not fragment our identities
and
recollections.
Maybe I'm just chasing windmills, but maybe this potentially systematic problem
should be seen as a bigger
threat to this school than the
issue of our squash team no
longer being a monopoly.

EMAIL
ERICA.BERTOLl@TRINCOLL.EDU
KRISTINA.SMITHY@TRINCOLL.EDU

C O U RTESY O F www.pyschology.wikia.com
Study drugs such as Adderall have recently been abused by students to aid in school work.
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Issues with drones stem from intelligence, not technology
continued from page 3
an insurgency is that its not
conventional
warfare.
Insurgents are not going to
have marked their areas of
operation, establish military
bases, wear a uniform, and
respect the rules of engagement. If a military operation
were to be launched in t h e
area, the military would have
to separate the insurgents
from the civilians. That's not
an easy task.
Moreover, with a full-scale
military operation in the
area, there are bound to be a
lot more civilian casualties
since the engagement to take
place would be completely
unpredictable. A difficult terrain coupled with undeveloped infrastructure doesn't
help either.
Lastly, the costs involved
in the operation would be
massive and since the U .S. is
funding Pakistan's counterinsurgency
campaign,
the
expenditure on the War on

Terror can significantly go up.
Thinking this alternative
over make it all the more less
appealing to me. The previous
operations carried out by the
Pakistani military haven't
been too popular with the
public. Adding to those might
have further negative consequences.
A lot of reports put the
number of civilian casualties
to be extremely low. Of course
loss of even a single human
life is massive. However,
what this points out to is the
fact that with a little more
effort and improvement,
drone strikes can become a
very potent and effective
weapon for the U.S. and
Pakistan to fight the extremists in these areas. I believe
the drone aircrafts are ca pa ble of hitting the target precisely and cause minimal
damage to the surroundings
of the target.
Therefore, I believe drones
are a very effective technology. The problem arises with

the intelligence component of
the drone policy. The intelligence points out the location
of the militants and then a
drone strike is carried out.
This intelligence could be
faulty and usually is the reason behind civilian casualties.
This is where the basic problem lies. On the ground intelligence needs to be perfected
for these strikes to be an
absolute success.
This also means that the
governments of U.S. and
Pakistan need to work closely
with each other. There needs
to be cooperation with each
other, from operational to
strategic levels. This also
means that the intelligence
agencies of both countries
should work together in order
to be able to come up with perfect intelligence.
The strikes should only be
carried out if it's certain that
there is a target to be hit. It
could also help to share the
drone technology with the
Pakistani government, so

they act can independently. If
such steps are taken, I believe
the drone strikes can be much
more effective and lethal.

This would also ensure that
no innocent lives are lost and
the target is achieved in the
most efficient manner.

COURTESY OF www.rribune.com
The U.S. has recently began to rely on drone attacks to counter terrorism in the Middle East.

Awareness is needed to overcome fears of the Middle East
LILY PEPPER '12
STAFF WRITER

Much like many students
at Trinity College, I studied
abroad during my junior
spring semester. I decided to
go to Israel, unlike the more
traditional study abroad locations in Europe. I was very
anxious about going to Israel
for so long because of the
security issues and concerns
in the Middle East voiced by
my parents, the Jewish community and the Trinity community.
In spite of this
apprehension, I went to Israel
and had the most amazing
experience of my life.
During fall semester of
junior year, before I left for
Israel, I had a pretty typical
conversation with friends and
family revolved around my
plan to study abroad in Israel.
Everyone always asked: Why
are you going to Israel, are
you crazy? Is Israel safe? Has
your mother had a heart
attack yet? I constantly had
to assure people that no, I
was not crazy but was going
to Israel because I already
knew I loved the country, and
yes, Israel is very safe, and no
my mother has not had a
heart attack ... yet.
However, I do not think
that answer ever really abated my friends and family's
qualms
because
people
always fear what they do not
know or understand. There
are far too many Trinity students , Americans and other
global citizens who are frightened by the idea of going to
Israel and the rest of the
Middle East because they do
not really know anything
about what is happening on
the ground in this part of the
world. They usually are only
aware of events and political

situations that they see presented on television, written
about in newspapers or hear
in passing conversation.
None of these outlets provide
a full understanding of what
daily life is like in the Middle
East, which leads your average person to form absurdly
wrong ideas and make erroneous decisions regarding
what the Middle East.
People assume that the
Middle East is a region characterized by constant conflict,
terrorist attacks and uprisings. People do not realize
that Middle Easterners continue to go on living their normal lives in spite of all of the
perceived turbulence around
them. Surprisingly enough, I
felt far safer living in Tel Aviv,
then living Hartford or any
other place in America, especially in light of recent
events!
For most people who have
not lived in Israel or the
Middle East, it is impossible
to truly understand the way I
lived and how other Israelis
continue to live until you
spend an extended period of
time there. Since most people
will allow their fear to outweigh the possibility of living
in Israel or any other Middle
Eastern countries, I would
like to help the average reader understand daily life in Tel
Aviv and most of Israel.
The most amazing part of
Israeli society is that everyone continues on with their
daily lives, enjoying normal
things that people enjoy
everywhere else, despite the
craziness going on around
them. If Israelis were to
allow the news and politics to
consume their lives, then
they would constantly be
missing the daily wonders
around them. Israelis cer-

tainly know what is going on
and are quite opinionated
about current events, but
they continue on with their
daily lives in spite of any and
all other circumstance. To me
it seemed as if living in Israel
provided Israelis with an
even greater appreciation for
events that your average person would not have even
thought twice about. Israelis
have a unique way of enjoying
life that to me appeared to be
much healthier and fulfilling
than the lives many people
pretend to enjoy in America
and the rest of the world.
In my opinion, part of this
appreciation and enjoyment
for life comes from a subconscious place in the Israeli psyche. Israelis are very aware
both consciously and subcon sciously of all of the people
who gave their lives and suffered in order to create and
protect Israel. The people
who are here today would not
be here if it weren't for all of
the Jews who are not here.
This is a theme that is
often reiterated in discussion
about Israel's right to exist
and why Israel has a right to
defend itself from any and all
known or unknown enemies.
This theme was prevalent
throughout the American
Israel
Public
Affairs
Committee Annual (AIPAC)
Policy
Conference
m
Washington D.C. , that I
attended this weekend. I was
proud to hear this message
reiterated in speeches made
by President Obama, Israeli
President
Shimon Peres,
Israeli Prime Minister Bibi
Netanyahu, other members of
Congress, as well as variety
of other policy makers and
academics committed to the
continued protection and
existence of Israel.

My decision to attend and
organize this conference in
D.C. stemmed directly from
my continuously growing
commitment and connection
to Israel that began when I
studied abroad. Being surrounded by so many other
Americans who were just as
excited about and in support
of Israel made me feel almost
like I was back in Israel. I
was fortunate enough to
attend the conference with
four other Trinity College students as well as 70 members
of Beth El Synagogue, my
synagogue at home in New
Jersey.
Both the Trinity and Beth
El Delegations were comprised of delegates from
across the political spectrum.
Meals were a perfect time to
discuss how people were feeling and what they were
thinking about the variety of
issues being discussed at the
conference.
These issues
ranged from the threat of
Iran, to Israel-Palestine relations, to Obama's actions
towards Israel, to the political
uprisings in the rest of the
Middle East. This was a rare
opportunity for me to be able
to discuss my political ideas
and feelings in a safe and

non-threatening
environment.
Throughout my four years
at Trinity, I have been very
careful and mindful about the
political opinions and ideas I
bring up around my friends
and other acquaintances at
school. I think that my discomfort talking about these
things is because I do not
know if people know anything
about Israel and the other
things I care about, or if they
even care. I neither want to
bring up something that a
friend might not understand,
nor do I want to make someone uncomfortable because
our ideologies do not line up.
How do you have a conversation with someone else when
you are not sure if they can
participate?
I wish more students at
Trinity were interested in
talking about these controversial issues, but unfortunately many students are far
too caught up in their own
work and their own lives ,
much like myself before living
in Israel. I want to urge the
Trinity community to try and
educate yourself about the
world around you rather than
living blindly underneath the
Trinity College bubble.

COURTESY OF www.destination360.com
Pictured above is Jerusalem. Jerusalem has the highest population in Israel followed by Tel Aviv.
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ALYSSA ROSENTHAL '13

first issues h e wou ld hope to
address.
As a .member of the DTC,
he could requ est an increased
presence of Hartford police in
the area surrounding Trinity,
as well as other such motions
that could improve the.
College's relationship with the
surrounding community.
The students are running
as
part
of
Hartford's
Democrats
for
a
New
Direction, who Mayor Segarra
believes will "bring about the
change that Hartford's 4th
District desperately needs."
Islam and Pollawit are two of
13 Hartford residents running
for positions on the DTC.
According to the community letter, the Democrats for a
New Direction wants to "re·
engage voters and continue
the progress that Hartford has
made under Mayor Pedro
Segarra's leadership."
The candidates range from
former DTC members, to pub·
lie safety officials, to con·
cerned Hartford citizens who
believe they can make a difference in improving their com·
munity.
All 13 candidates "have an
impressive track record of
making a positive impact in
th eir neighborh oods," the letter stated. The election, which

Committee is committed to

and Trinity mutually benefi-

is

bettering the quality of life in
the city of Hartford, as well as

cial," said Islam. Islam cited
campus safety as one of the

Democratic P arty, took place
on March 6.

a

primary

within

the

-The Gavel SGA This Week

Messages Fro1n the

SGA
Dobromir Trifonov '13 was
elected Senator at large
- SGA approved the following
clubs:
- Women for Women
International
- Active Minds
- Model Arab League
- Brighter Dawns
- Adopt a Platoon
- Baking Club

Professors discuss effects of new digital media on book industry
NATALIE WEINSTEIN '14
STAFF WRITER

A number of faculty and students, enjoyed the discussion
''Media Shock: a Discussion
about Dreaming in Books," on
Firday, Feb. 24. The event, sponsored by the Historical Media
Colloquium and Center for
Urban and Global Studies,
offered attendees the chance to
learn about and discuss questions concerning the Internet
and its effect on the buying and
reading of books. The event also
discussed the question of
whether or not media such as
the Internet really transforms
people's lives, or if this is mere
speculation.
The initial discussion for this
event was sparked by Andrew
Piper's new book, "Dreaming in
Books:
The
Making
of
Bibliographic Imagination in the
Romantic Age." Those giving the
lecture had previously read the
book and were intrigued by its
contents. 'The reason we chose
Andrew Piper's book was, first of
all, that it discusses how people
both worried about and fell in
love with books in the 19th cen·
tury. But second, we chose it
because it was very successful, a
"hit" within literary studies, it
won a major award (the MLA)
for a first book," said Assistant

Professor of Religion Dr. Seth ing the Internet and the reading currently studying journalism's
of physical texts. On the one transition to digital media in
Sanders.
In particular, the conversa · hand, many tend to connect the Europe and the US. Assaiante
tion focused on Piper's notion Internet with instant gratifica- then spoke briefly about the role
that one must understand the tion and fragmented attention of content in constituting litercontent of a book as well as the spans. "On the oth er, it lets us ary subjectivity. She discussed
materiality of a book in order to collaborate with almost any the role of content by focusing on
understand how th e modern scholar in the world," Sanders Piper's chapter on the German
reader was created during the said. ''We can get centuries of writer, Johann Wolfgang von
books with a few Goethe. Both speakers offered a
Romantic era,
keystrokes." It different interpretation of the
or the ''birth of
"[The internet) lets us
was mentioned book based on th eir own areas of
bibliographic
collaborate with
that
famous interest.
su bjectivity" .
writers
such
as
Attendees were
Visiting Assistant Professor
almost any scholar in
Jonathan of English Zak Sitter then spoke
informed that
the world. We can
Franzen claim about how the 19th century rep·
Piper viewed
get centuries of books
that electronic resents a unique case in regard
both of these
with a few keymedia is killing to digital collectivization. ''It is a
dimensions as
books,
and possi· time of mass publishing and
undervalued in
strokes."
bly
rational there are no public domain
more tradition·
thought itself. restrictions on the circulation of
al studies on
Associate Professor
While these con· texts from this era, such as there
the history of
of Religion Seth
cerns exist in are for texts published after the
the
book.
relation to the 1940s," he said. Sitter also posed
"Through con·
Sanders
new forms of a question of materiality that
versations, we
media,
people differed from Piper's initial
realized that
Piper's book presented us with a from earlier eras were just as argument, by speaking about
good template for asking more alarmed by media, and predict- the way materiality is preserved
general questions about the ed an end or transformation of in the digital era. He noted that
nature of books and their read- the world due to this new tech- materiality is not in the bodies of
ers in the modern era, and espe- nology.
texts themselves, but in the
Sanders began the discus- manner of production, such as
cially how the relationship
between the two has changed sion with a general introduction iPads and Kindles, related to
through the digitization of to some major themes of media how we read. Readers are now
texts," said Visiting Lecturer in theory and the history of Piper's able to access texts digitally, but
Language and Culture Studies book. He spoke about his own Sitter reminded listeners that
research interests in the ancient these products have to be built
Julia Goesser Assaiante.
The event touched upon the world and the work of anthro- somewhere. He mentioned the
different points of view concern- pologist Dominic Boyer, who is recent case of the Apple factory

in China and its shocking work·
ing conditions as an example.
After each speaker offered his or
her point of view, they opened
the floor up for discussion and
audience participation.
One topic of discussion
focused on whether, as Franzen
claims, media has been getting
less "real" in that it is ever-evolv·
ing and constantly changing.
For instance, an eBook can be
altered instantly by Amazon. At
the same time, media is getting
less material due to the fact that
most things can be sent over the
Internet and erased within sec·
onds. Among those in atten·
dance, Professor of Language
and Culture Studies Dario del
Puppo offered his opinion. He
argued that in a way, this con·
cept is false. "A majority of data
is becoming more permanent,
but in a way that's out of our
control. Data stored on hard
drives, even data that's been
deliberately erased, can almost
always be recovered, especially
if Homeland Security thinks it's
of military or political interest,"
he said. Sanders added that the
National Security Agency (NSA)
seems to be monitoring and col·
lecting much of US email. The
conversations
continued,

continued on page 7
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Internet
affects reading books

This Week at
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Start Your Career

in Accounting.
"

con tin ued from page 6
demonstrating the fact that this
is a current topic of inter est that
warrants furth er discussion.
It may seem th at as communication is becoming less ph ysical, it is actually becoming more
permanent in a way that's more
political and less within society's
physical control. At the end of
the event it seemed all in attendance agreed that the idea of a
mediu m having a single, simple
kind of effect on society is likely
wrong, and that one mu st pay
attention not only to t h e specific
effects of an individual medium
but also to what kind of bigger
goals this medium is a part of, or
who uses this mediu m and why.
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Piper's book inspired the discussion.

Assault shakes campus and community
individual, his family, and his
friends at Trinity," wrote Krusen
visited Kenny twice on Monday. in his email. He added th at
''He is facing this with great Kenny "may not be able to
bravery and his spirits seemed return t his semester and the
remarkably u pbeat given the recovery will take several
months." He went on to say that
injuries he sustained," he said.
According to one of Kenny's in the picture he had seen, ''his
roommates, Ben Green '14, the face is not even recognizable."
Later Sunday evening, Dean
school's immediate response to
the assault was inappropriate. Alford sent an "Updated
''My biggest concern was that Campus Safety Alert," apologizing for the brevithe
parents
were not conty of the earlier
"No one on our
message
and
tacted
until
campus should be
going into fur10:30
a.m.
subject to the brutal,
ther detail about
when
Chris
senseless violence
the
assault.
himself called
There was an
them to inform
that occurred
outpour of supthem,"
said
Saturday night and
port from stu Green.
The
it is our duty as
dents including
Campus Safety
Trinity students to
posts on Kenny's
department
Facebook page
sent out an
demand a safer diand
updates
alert email to
mate."
from his friends.
the
student
Students have
body later on
Timothy Suspenski
also brought up
Sunday.
the question of
Taliaferro
'14
what the school
Krusen
'12
is doing to prevoiced his exasassaults
like
this.
peration with how the adminis- vent
tration handled the assault in a Suspenski believes that the
reply to the majority of the stu- school must do something.
"No one on our campus
dent body, addressed to Jorge
Lugo, the sender of the first alert should be subject to the brutal,
senseless violence that occurred
email.
Saturday
night and it is our
"It is shameful and offensive
duty
as
Trinity
students to
that a four line email was the
demand
a
safer
climate,"
said
only response by the school. It is
An anonymous
a blatant lack of respect for this Suspenski.

contin ued from page 1

Trinity student wrote an article
on th e website Inth eCac.com,
titled "Enraged and Ashamed."
The writer det ailed th e assault,
went on to say that they u nderstood t h e position t h at t h e
administr ation is in and t hen
wrote how the school must do
something about it. ''It's time to
step up your act, Trin Admins.
The students have h ad enough.
Is it really going to take a someone almost dying to garner an
effective response?" The student
wrote.
After the assault, President
James F. Jones Jr. said that he
has been in contact with the
Mayor of Hartford and the new
Chief of Police, and is working to
improve the safety on campus.
''We are working on a set of
immediate and longer term
responses for both the campus
and the boundary streets, all
which belong to Hartford [. . .] A
general letter will go out from
me to the entire College community Wednesday and an open
meeting will be held Thursday
at the Common Hour to which
all members of the College are
invited," said Jones.
The Tripod staff is thinking
of Chris and hopes for his speedy
recovery. Students have planned
a rally for Thursday at noon to
protest and attempt to persuade
administration to take immediate action to make the campus
safer.

Who LOVES orange
soda??

Hyou do, you should write
for News!
Contact Alyssa Rosenthal or Nick Auerbach
to write for News
alyssa.rosenthal@trincoll.edu
or
nicholas.auerbach@trincoll.edu
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President Jones opposes financial aid cuts for Conn. residents
this type of program any- tax hikes instituted during
more." There is a sense of the beginning of Malloy's
uncertainty as to whether the tenure, the scaled-down CICS
Last Tuesday, Feb. 28, state is "supporting students grant program would be part
2012, President James F. or operating results," and if of Malloy's solution to the
Jones, Jr. testified at a Capitol "students getting the state aid budget deficit and an attempt
hearing against Connecticut could instead get aid from to decrease the already high
number
of
Governor Dannel P. Malloy's elsewhere,"
young adults
plan to expel the state-funded according
to
"CICS funding helps
between the
financial
aid
particular Barnes. He is
the best and brightest
ages of 18 and
Connecticut students receive suspicious of
25
in
of Connecticut's most
that enables them to attend private schools
Connecticut
private in-state colleges and that may treat
deserving students
choosing to
universities.
the
CICS
attend one the state's
live
elseIn his proposed budget for grants as a way
premier
institutions
where,
which
the next fiscal year (beginning to reduce the
bodes poorly
July 1) Gov. Malloy has recom- amount of aid
of higher learning.
for the state
mended that students attend- they would proThe funding is necesworkforce and
ing institutions that receive vide from other
sary for Trinity to proeconomy.
more than $200 million in sources
and
vide
access
for
these
Jones and
endowments be expunged have no confiothers
disstudents, and loss of
from
the
Connecticut dence that the
agree
with
Independent College Student state is adding
CICS funding would
Barnes' com (CICS) grant program.
additional
significantly impede
ments and the
Last year, the $23.4 million resources
to
our
ability
to
respond
M
alloy
CICS program was put on the Connecticut
administra
to
students
in
prithe
needs
of
these
chopping block because of
t
i
o
n
'
s
Malloy's concern over the vate schools.
wonderfully successful
approach,
Malloy, who
state's $3.2 billion budget
students who reside
claiming that
elected
deficit. The cut would affect was
in our state."
the
CICS
of
108 recipients of CICS grants Governor
money does
at Trinity, which is among the Connecticut in
not
replace
six schools whose endowments 2010, says on
President James F.
the
aid
fall in that category. The his
website
Jones, Jr.
awarded by
potential cut would force these that "he is comthe schools. It
108 students to forfeit roughly mitted
to
instead helps
$565,911, or about $5,239 per strengthening
supplement
the
state's
person.
Malloy's budget director economy, growing Connecticut their financial aid, the overBen Barnes was quoted last businesses, and bringing jobs whelming majority of which
year saying he "[doesn't] think back to cities and towns." comes from operating budgets,
we can afford the luxury of Coupled with across-the-board not endowments. Jones said,
NICK AUERBACH '14
NEWS EDITOR
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News In Brief- Man Steals from Girl Scouts

CT Man Stabs Himself with Arrow

Two Girl Scouts from Houston, TX
bravely pursued a man who stole their
cash box containing about $200 they had
earned from cookie sales. The man pretended to be interested in buying cookies
before snatching the bo:i.c. The girls
chased the man to his car, and one started hitting the man in the passenger seat
while the other held onto the car's
bumper to keep it from getting away.

A man was taken to St. Francis
Hospital in Hartford, CT Sunday after
accidentally stabbing himself with an
arrow during an archery competition at
the Manchester Coon and Fox Club in
Coventry. According to police who
responded to the scene, the man poked
himself with the tip of the arrow while
retrieving it and may have hit a main
artery. There was no foul play involved.

Valedictorian Being Deported

"My Roommate Had Too Much Sex"

North Miami Senior High School veldictorian Daniela Pelaez, 18, and her sister Dayana, 14, have been ordered by a
judge to return to Colombia after living
in the US illegally for 14 years. Their
brother has been allowed to stay in the
country and is currently serving in the
military. Daniela is at the top of her class
of 823 students, and has already applied
to top US schools including Dartmouth,
Duke, and Trinity.

A woman has filed a lawsuit against
Stonehill College, claiming that she was
driven into a suicidal depression because
her roommate had too much sex in their
room. Lindsay Blankmeyer claimed that
her roommate would have sex while she
was trying to sleep and had inappropriate
video chats while she was in the room.
Blankmeyer had to take a leave of absence
and undergo extensive psychiatric and medical treatment, according to the lawsuit.

Putin Wins Amid Controversy

Racial Income Disparity in US

Opponents claim that the election
Russian President Vladimir Putin won
on Sunday was rigged, and they planned
a massive protest rally for Monday. Putin
claimed victory after only a quarter of
the votes had been counted. He has been
in power for 12 years, and his victory has
ensured him six more years in control.
Opponents claim that there were many
cases of people casting multiple ballots.

According to the Pew Research Center,
the median household wealth of blacks is
only 5 percent that of whites in the US. In
2009, the household wealth of blacks was
$5,677, while that of whites was $113,149.
This difference is one reason why black
families are seven times more prevalent
in homesless shelters than whites, according to a new report from the Institute for
Children, Poverty and Homelessness.

"Of the College's annual com mitment of $34 million in
financial assistance to its stu dents, only $4 million, or 12
percent, is funded by the
endowment."
All of those who testified
acknowledged that it would be
challenging to make up the
financial aid that would be
eliminated under Malloy's
plan. Jones told members of
the Higher Education and
Employment Advancement
Committee that "CICS funding helps the best and brightest of Connecticut's most
deserving students attend one
the state's premier institu tions of higher learning," and
that "the funding is necessary
for Trinity to provide access
for these students, and loss of
CICS funding would significantly impede our ability to
respond to the needs of these
wonderfully successful stu dents who reside in our state."
Arguments were also made
that among the hardest hit
students would be those from
lower-class families, urban
areas, and students of color.
"CICS recipients represent
students of great diversity
from across the state, choosing the widest range of aca demic majors, and representing the widest range of backgrounds,"
said
Jones.
"Underrepresented minorities
receive 34 percent of the

grants awarded while our
overall minority population on
campus is at 17 percent, and
20 percent of recipients are
from Connecticut's major
cities." Jones also pointed out
that students who receive
CICS money are among the
top performing students at
Trinity.
State legislators must
decide whether the estimated
savings from the CICS cut,
amounting to roughly $4.8
million in the coming fiscal
year, would be a reasonable
way to alleviate a wounded
state economy while still
encouraging prospective stu dents to remain in-state by
attending state schools.
If so, the Malloy camp
would successfully convince
the Capitol that schools with
large enough endowments
could replace the state aid
that would be taken away
from a trimmed CICS program.
If not, the state government would favor the words of
President of the 16-member
Connecticut Conference of
Independent Colleges Judith
Greiman, who said, "eliminating six of the nation's best universities from the CICS program will only cause more of
Connecticut's best and brightest students to leave the state
upon graduating from high
school and never return."

Intercollegiate
Update
University of Chicago

Princeton University

Students are issuing complaints
pver exploding toilets and water
putages in some dorms, that have
peen a problem since the beginning
pf the year. Incidents have been as
severe as a toilet bowl shattering
~nd throwing shards of porcelain
~cross the bathroom and spotting
?xcrement in students' faces.

The school received the go-ahead
to build new faculty housing on a controversial plot of land where George
!Washington and his troops fought in
the 1777 Battle of Princeton. The plan
has received opposition from the
Princeton Area Battlefield Preservation
Society, and is a compromise that preserves 14 out of the land's 21 acres.

Colby College

Yale University

Spike Lee spoke to a full house
on Friday, Feb. 24 as part of the
S.H.O.U.T. celebration of multiculturalism. ln his speech, Lee talked
about how film found him and he
encouraged students to pursue what
they love without reserve. He told
listeners how he had been a horrible
student before discovering his passion for filmmaking.

Administrators have banned fraternities and sororities from holding fall
rush for freshmen beginning in fall
2012. The rule is intended to give
freshmen adequate time to explore dif..
ferent
extracurricular activities.
Fraternity leaders do not think the new
policy will address the issues of hazing
on campus, nor will it impact the
maturity level of freshmen.

University of Connecticut

Boston University

UConn will host the US State
Department-sponsored Northeast
Media Literary Confernece on
March 16. The conference will discuss news literacy and the effects of
mass media on the youth of today,
and will inform students how to
deconstruct the messages given to
them by the media.

School officials have agreed to
meet with members of the Hindu
Student Council who are advocating the creation of a permanent
prayer space in the basement of
Marsh Chapel. The council has
wanted a prayer space for the more
than 350 Hindu students at BU for
the past five or six years.
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Through the Grapevine: Best and worst dressed at the Oscars
SERENA ELAVIA '14
STAFF WRITER

Worst Dressed 1: Gwyneth

Paltrow
When I saw this dress, I thought,
''Finally, this is what I'll see before I
die!" After being in Hollywood for years,
Gwyneth Paltrow should understand
that capes are only for superheroes, not
the red carpet. Was she preparing to fly
away? Everyone in Hollywood is allowed
one fashion faux pas, and Paltrow had
hers at the 1999 Academy Awards when
she wore a fluffy pink dress that made
her look like Princess Peach from Mario
Kart. Usually, Paltrow has a keen fashion sense, but something went seriously
wrong this year.

COURTESY OF lbtimes.com

Gwyneth fails by wearing the cape on the red carpet.

Best Dressed: Stacy
KeibIer

Worst Dressed z: Shallene

Woodley
When your movie is nominated for
multiple awards, you should dress like a
star, instead of someone who's about to
be embalmed. Shailene, you are a beau·
tiful 20 year old girl-stop dressing like
a 90 year bride. There are only so many
years in a woman's life where she can
dress sexily and take risks with her
clothes, and the "Secret Life of the
American Teenager" star is in the prime
of those years. While the dress may be
attractive on Helen Mirren or Meryl
Streep, the ''Descendants" actress had a
major fashion flop this year.

COURTESY Of , en.paperblog.com

She dresses far too old fot her age in this white gown.

Best Body Fit: Octavia
Spencer

One would think that a former WWE
wrestler could never walk a red carpet
with such grace, ease and beauty as
Stacy Keibler does, but this woman
could made a trash bag look like couture.
With her flowing blonde hair pinned to
the side, Keibler walked the red carpet
in a stunning gold lame gown, and
looked just like an Oscar statue.
Surprisingly, this dress was taken off
the runway and it is amazing how the fit
is perfect. During the 2012 Oscars, she
expertly played the role of model, sex
symbol and most importantly superstar
George Clooney's date. She may never
win a rock from Mr. Clooney, but Stacy
Keibler certainly wins best dressed at
this year's Academy Awards.

In Hollywood, being a plus sized
woman is incredibly difficult, but Best
Supporting Actress winner Octavia
Spencer makes it look so easy. Instead of
wearing tight gowns that would make
her look like a sausage, Spencer has
always dressed according to her body
type and knows the silhouettes that
complement her figure. Staying faithful
to designer Tadashi Shoji, Spencer ruled
the red carpet in an off white short
sleeved gown with expert and exquisite
beading. By bringing all of the beading
to Spencer's waist, the dress accented
her curves and made her one of the best
dressed stars on the red carpet.

COURTESY OF fashion.about.com

COURTESY OF onelushday.com

Stacey dazzles the red carpet as George Clooney' s date.

Octavia's off white gown flatters on the red carpet.

Biggest Let Down: Sandra
Bullock

Most Over Posed: Angelina
Jolie

When Sandra Bullock won the best
actress award for her role in 'The Blind
Side," she wore a gown that resembled
the Oscar statue. This year, however, her
gown looked like a family of starfish had
invaded her waist. If Ariel from 'The
Little Mermaid" were human, this is the
kind of dress she would wear; Marchesa
may as well have retailed this dress to
the Los Angeles Aquarium. Bullock
could have salvaged this dress by having
it fitted to her body instead of having it
hopelessly draped across her chest.
While she may have been Miss
Congeniality in the past, Sandra Bullock
was Miss Biggest Disappointment at
this year's Oscars.

Angie, I understand that there
aren't any more husbands for you to
steal, but did you really have to steal
Jennifer Aniston's thigh-high-slit-stickyour-leg·out-look? Usually, Glee star
Lea Michele_wins for being an over posing pain in the neck, but superstar
Angelina Jolie claimed that title at this
year's Academy Awards. When you're
an accomplished actress, humanitarian,
U.N. ambassador and mother of 400
children, you don't need to be showing
off what looks like a prosthetic leg.
Angelina Jolie is one of the ultimate
fashion icons in Hollywood, especially
during the awards season, and sadly
she failed during the ultimate fashion
show of Hollywood. Put your leg back
under the folds of your dress where it
belongs.

COURTESY OF celcbuu.com

COURTESY OF ecoraui.com
Angelina Jolie tries too hard this year, alarming fans.

Sandra Bullock disappoint fans in this boring ensemble.

Retch Stole My Look:
Emma Stone
When Emma Stone walked out onto
the red carpet, everyone's first thought
was "Didn't Nicole Kidman wear that to
the 2007 Oscars?" Any stylist would
have told her in a heartbeat that if you
wear that dress, people will compare you
to Nicole Kidman, and let's be honest,
Kidman wore the dress better. But if
you're going to steal someone else's look,
at least look good while doing it; the bow
appears to be swallowing Stone's neck
and her jewelry is underwhelming.
Stealing a look is a talent, and clearly
Stone does not have that quality.

COURTESY OF style-delighrs.blogspot.com

Emma Stone wore a dress closely resembling Kidman's.

Biggest Surprise: Rooney
Mara
The girl with the dragon tattoo managed to look like the girl who looks normal at this year's Academy Awards.
During this awards season, Rooney Mara
always wore dark and scary colors that
made her look like a real life Lisbeth
Salander. However, the best actress nominee took a chance this time and wore a
brilliantly white gown that raised her likability factor and allowed her to look like
a woman for once. While the dress itself is
beautiful and fits perfectly to her body,
Mara could have looked spectacular by
adding jewelry and hair extensions.
Come on Rooney, at least give viewers a
smile!

COURTESY OF myredcarpetdresses.com

Rooney wore this elegant piece, surprising audiences.
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Joe Damon discusses life after
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brain surgery with students
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continued from page 1
Damon can now ride his bike, and activities such as swimming were an important part of his physical rehabilitation.
Perhaps the most emotional part of
Damon's presentation was when he
spoke about his family. Married for over
twenty-five years, Lynn and Joe are the
parents of two grown children, Kate and
Paul. Lynn was by Damon's side
through every step of the recovery
process, and her on-screen moments in
Damon's documentary brought tears to
the eyes of more than one viewer. Said
Damon, "when somebody asks me about
my past, I become emotional because of
the struggles that my family went
through." Damon's determination and
perseverance are unique and inspiring.
In the documentary, daughter Kate

described her father as "driven."
According to Damon's closest friends
and family, it was his positive attitude
that led him down such a successful
recovery path. Damon told the crowd,
Farlow shared her practices with the
Trinity community. ''Through the determination to overcome I made small,
steady strides."
At the conclusion of the presentation, Damon allowed students to ask
any questions they had about his accident and the journey that ensued.
Damon candidly answered every question that was asked, not wishing to hold
anything back.
For the past three years, Damon has
helped organize the Brain Injury
Alliance of Connecticut (BIAC) Bike-AThon. Joe plans to ride in the event,
which will be held on May 5 this year.

1. Start studying early.

2. Frequently visit the Underground and Peter
B's to get your caffeine

fix.

3. Get a good night sleep before your midterm.
4. Sleep with earplugs so you sleep well.
5. Make a study playlist to set your studying to.
6. Deactivate your facebook.
7. Show up to your midterms on time.
8. Take study breaks when you begin to overstudy.

9. Stake out your perfect study spot in the
library.
10. Remember that Spring Break is right around
COU RTESY OF com munityart:spartners.wordpress.com

Joe Damon spoke in a recent common hour event to a packed room full of a captivated audience about his struggles.

the corner.

Trinity prof. speaks about benefits of practicing art of yoga
HANNAH HOLLAND '15
CONTRIBUTING WRITER

Yoga was the topic of the inspiring
seminar delivered by Associate
Professor of Theater and Dance Lesley
Farlow, at the Trinity Chapel last
Thursday, Feb. 23. Farlow epitomizes
all that is achievable in a yogi lifestyle.
She stood before a crowd of college students and managed to captivate all
with her soft-spoken voice and passion
for the art of yoga. Farlow was a selfproclaimed hyperactive child who found
solace through a yoga-loving nanny. As
her life progressed from active child, to
high school student, to college actress,

COURTESY OF communiryartsparmers.word press.com

Farlow shared her practices with the Trinity community.

yoga has remained a crucial element in
her life. Farlow's seminar touched upon
the emotional and spiritual aspects of
yoga that have changed her life and
that of many others.
''Yoga Sutras," one of the most
important texts in yoga, functions as
the backbone to how devout Yogis find
meaning in their lives through their
yoga practice. They are considered the
most important and sacred texts of
yoga. The "Sutras" are small, Sanskrit
written statements and ideas that are
composed of rhythmic and rhyming
words. Farlow likened them to childhood truisms, from a western perspective, or biblical aphorisms. The ''Yoga
Sutras" are divided into four chapters,
or books, that guide the ways to contemplation, practice, properties of the
mind, and freedom.
Collectively, the four books begin
with the simple fact that humans, by
nature and by situation, suffer. The key
to life without suffering is to experience
a deep connection to something greater
than the tiny piece of the universe we
inhabit. Dukha, the Sanskrit word for
pain, frequently comes about through
the misunderstandings and misperceptions that frequent human interaction.
Farlow argued that these misunderstandings result from ignorance, pride,
hatred and aversion to death.
The second book, "Practice" or
Sadhana Pada in Sanskrit, outlines the
Eight Limbs of yoga, which aid in the
quest for yogi ·type enlightenment. The
''Yamas," which describe positive attitudes toward the world and healthy
interactions with others, are an inte-

COURTESY OF pigtrip.ner

Farlow, Professor at Trinity, advocates for yoga practice.

gral aspect of the Yogi mentality and of
Sadhana Pada. One aspect of the
Yamas explains practicing peace. While
"practicing peace" is exactly what it
sounds like, it also touches upon the
idea that peace means comfort with
oneself. Farlow explained that this can
be achieved through acceptance of oneself and through recognition of the singular greatness each of us possesses.
No two people have had the same experiences and perspectives, and, therefore, should be delighted with the
uniqueness of who they are as people.
There are other functions of the
''Yamas:" speak the truth when it needs
to be said and never violate the trust of

others.
Another aspect of the Eight Limbs is
"Niyama," which refers to the five
observances in yoga. Farlow explained
that these can be anything from keeping oneself physically clean to selfknow ledge of one's place in the world. A
large component of Niyama is the idea
that the ability to perceive your mind
leads to the ability to properly perceive
yourself. Farlow described this idea as
being able to realize the exact moment
when your mind jumped on the ''lunch
bus" and left the current place where it
had been residing. Being able to recognize when this happens is the first step
toward being able to recognize your
true essence as a person.
As Farlow concluded her discussion
of "Niyama," she led the group in a brief
meditation exercise where we were
asked to imagine the crown of our head
floating above our bodies. The goal, at
the end of the exercise, was to come
away with a renewed sense of selfawareness. In a soothing and even
voice, Farlow urged us to feel our
breath and pay attention to how our
bodies felt as we sat up straighter and
straighter. Pranayama, control of
breathing, and Asana, control of the
body, are to work together to begin to
achieve the Yoga Sutras.
Yoga, if done correctly, is a lifestyle
choice. The duality between exercising
the body and conditioning the mind is
as much a guide to the right life as any
religion. Yoga, Farlow concluded, can
help a person become full and open to
the beauty of the world around them.
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Food Dudes: Happy hour at Feng offers delicious options
TAYLOR PERRY '14
STAFF WRITER

Price is always a factor when deciding where to go out to eat, especially
among penny-wise, unemployed college
students. I have heard a lot about Feng
Asian Bistro's happy hour menu and
was shocked at their reasonable prices.
Typically, the "posh" sushi bar charges
ridiculous prices that someone like me
just can't indulge in all the time, not
from 4-6 p.m . at Feng! Great food at
great prices is a phrase we hear too
often. However, Feng delivers just this.
The restaurant front is underwhelming with little sign of its existence in downtown Hartford on Asylum
Street. However, upon entrance, the
restaurant brightened with its Asianinspired decor. There is a red accented
wall illuminated by sconces of golden
hues. Feng has a large lounge located
with the bar where happy hour is
served. The lounge area had a young
club feel with its mood lighting, bright
decor and textured walls of brick and
stone. The restaurant played hip music
and made us want to get up and dance.
The restaurant almost seems to be
inspired by the fresh food they serve.
Also, there is a sushi bar where we were
seated, located just before the main dining room. We made it just in time to
order off the happy hour menu. The dining room was nothing too special, just a
cluster of dark, wooden tables and lines
of booths. The restaurant is a part of
Ginza Restaurant Group and includes
South East Asian food from Thailand,
China and Japan
I was extremely excited as I sat
down and looked at the menu. However,
being seated at the sushi bar was not
ideal, though the prices of the happy

hour menu were prom1smg. Although
small, the happy hour menu had a wide
variety of content. The menu had a
large array of starters from dumplings
($3), spring rolls ($2), shumai ($2) and
other vegetable creations. There was
also a large listing of Maki and hand
rolls that included everything from

salmon ($4.50), yellowtail ($5), and eel
($5) to the basic cucumber roll ($3.50).
The special rolls listed on the menu
were inspired and fun with the Angry
Dragon, a roll of shrimp tempura, spicy
tuna, spicy king crab and kani, papaya,
soy nori, eel sauce and rutta sauce ($11)
to the Black Dinosaur Roll with shrimp

tempura, cucumber, BBQ eel, avocado
with BBQ eel sauce ($12). We began by
ordering an appetizer of both chicken
and beef dumplings and an order of
scallion pancakes (all together totaling
to about $8.50). The dumplings were
served with a sweet and spicy mustard
sauce that complemented the seasoned
beef and chicken nicely.
For our main courses we ordered the
Shrimp Tempura Roll, ($5.50) the
Angry Dragon and the ·Yummy Roll
($12). The Yummy Roll was filled with
spicy tuna, spicy yellowtail, spicy king
crab, crunchy tobiko, chives and a spicy
mayo sauce on top. All three rolls were
presented in a very chic and impressive
fashion. There was plenty of food and
flavor to go around. Shrimp tempura
was savory and not too crunchy, complementing the cucumber and avocado
very well. The Yummy Roll certainly
lived up to its name. The tuna and yellowtail were seasoned perfectly and not
too spicy from the mayo sauce over the
roll.
We decided that we could afford a
small dessert after the low prices of the
main course, even though desserts were
not included on the happy hour menu.
We ordered the Chocolate Chip
Sandwich and the Ice Cream Tempura.
Both were delectably sweet and delicious. After a cheap, filling meal I'd
have to say the worst part of the afternoon was having to get there between
4-6pm!
Overall we had a great experience at
Feng Asian Bistro. The food was great
and we were more than happy to pay the
bill when it came. We encourage anyone
to go and try it out! For more information about Feng visit their website
www.fengrestaurant.com or call (860)

Feng Asian Bistro offers a wide variety of sushi rolls and different types of dishes and ways to enjoy the lounge area.

549 - FENG (3364) to make reservations.

Long Walk of Shame: How to
have an FWB "relationship"
ANNIE SCALAMBRINO '14
CONTRIBUTING WRITER

Yes, I am writing about the ever so
popular topic, "Friends with Benefits"
(FWB). I know what you're thinking;
what can I write that you haven't
already read from Cosmo or heard from
a friend? Well, through years of experience I have gathered just about as much
information as is possible for a girl my
age.
I guess I should start off by saying
that FWB can work. I repeat, it can
work. Everyone says that it doesn't ... all
the articles say the same, but I am
telling you that they are false. If you are
in the right mindset and the right situa tion it will work out perfectly. Here are
some tips to having a successful FWB:
1. Establish a set of rules at the
beginning.
Go over what both of you want out of
the "relationship." Talk about what is
going to happen and how often you think
you may want to meet up . Will this be a
weekday relationship, a weekend relationship, or both? Will there be texting
or no texting? This does not have to be a
long drawn out conversation, or else it
makes the FWB situation seem like it is
something more than exactly what it is.
2. You need to find someone who has
the same mindset as you and who is willing to never change their mind from
what you have already established
about your "relationship."

3. Decide on how you are going to
spend your weekends.
Once you have a FWB situation set
up, you now have the weekend to
explore and find new people. Will you
revert to your FWB person once you
know the night is not going well, or have
you decided that they will be your weekend person?
4. No cuddling.
If you do decide to spend the night
there can be no cuddling. Cuddling
allows you to give into the other person
and feel much more safe around them.
There will be none of this in a FWB situation. No good can come of it.
5. You must remind yourself constantly that you are nothing to this "speciaY' person.
This is one of the most important
things you can do. No matter what happens, you are nothing.
6. Have more than one designated
FWB in order to avoid becoming too
attached.
It may seem like there are too
many steps to making a FWB situation
work out perfectly, but it is only as
easy or as hard as you make it. All
things considered, the things we gain
from a FWB situation can help us forget about the other things going on in
our lives and make us feel like we have
someone who is there for us. In any
case, FWB can be fun and worth it in
many situations, but we have to
remember it can't last forever.
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Body Language, The Knocks featured at The Mill last weekend
for the popular indie music
festival South by Southwest.
Their latest full album was
released last year and is
called "Social Studies." They
are definitely a great group to
follow and will hopefully be
back at The Mill again.
Saturday's concerts drew
an even bigger crowd to The
Mill as students roamed
Vernon Street and came and
went from the music scene.
This was another "registered
event," and everyone had to
sign in until the cap was met.
The event quickly reached
capacity and many students
were turned away at the door
or stood outside waiting for
space to open up inside.
The three groups playing
on Saturday night are all
signed to the Neon Gold
Record label and are in the
middle of a tour together, next
heading to Washington, DC,
Phildelphia, Orlando, and
more.
Since they've been
playing together for quite
some time now, their sounds
melded expertly and kept the
night
rocking
to
their
mashups, remixes, and ongr
nal beats.
St. Lucia is a DJ from
Brooklyn and has remixed

electro charts. Savoir Adore is
a Mill veteran, a group of five
friends also from Brooklyn.
Their pop/dance sound stems
from influences like MGMT
and French Horn Rebellion.
They played many tracks from
their latest album called
"Dreamers."
The highlight of the
evening was definitely The
Knocks. A duo from New York
City, these creative geniuses
began as music producers,
mixing and writing material
for artists such as Katy Perry
and Britney Spears before creating their own original
tracks. They just finished a
tour with Ellie Goulding and
are now headlining the Neon
Gold tour.
Their popular
tracks
"Make it Better,"
"Sometihng I Can Dance To,"
"Brightside," "Magic," and
remixes of popular dance
tracks brought down the
house. Students were dancing, singing along, and having
a great time on Saturday
night. Lydia Kay '13 raved,
"The Mill did an excellent job
organizing the concert last
Saturday. It was packed the
entire time and all three
bands were awesome. All the
events the Mill had this past

Their grooving

popular songs such as Foster

weekend were really fun!"

track "Falling Out" had everyone clapping and dancing
along to the hypnotic rhythm.
Body Language is heading
south after their show at The
Mill,
touring in
South
Carolina, Georgia, and Texas

the People's "Don't Stop" and
Papa's "I Am the Lion King."
He also played his original hit
"We Got It Wrong," the first
single from his EP, which has
been remixed itself and is
climbing its way to the top on

The Knocks are a Mill
favorite because their songs
appeal to a wide audience and
are easy to dance to .
Hopefully this won't be the
last time we see them here on
campus!

continued from page 1
cultivate a unique music
scene.
Their involvement
with this group brought in a
lot of non-Trinity students to
enjoy the show as well. Their
remixes and unique DJ spinning skills pumped up the
crowd at The Mill Thursday.
Thursday's
headlining
group was Body Language.
They are made up of Ian
Chang,
Grant
Wheeler,
Matthew Young, and soulful
front woman Angelica Bess.
Each band member played a
variety of instruments in
Thursday's show, including
keyboards, drums, guitar, the
xylophone, and noisemakers.
Their sound is a very distinct
mix of dance, electric, and
indie pop influences. Their
individual personalities came
out on stage as they dance,
sang, and grooved along to
their own tunes. The goodsized crowd was dancing the
night away as the band finished their set, only to return
to chants of "One more song!"
Lead singer Angelica Bess
joked that crowds always call
them back when she's in the
restroom after a long show,
but performed one more song
nonetheless.

COURTESY OF: TRENTON JACKSON '14
Hartford's DJ duo Dirty D and PK Ripper, prepare for their opening of Thursday's concert at the

COURTESY OF: TRENTON JACKSON '14
NYCbased band Body Language includes lead singer Anglica Bass, Grant Wheeler and Matthew Young.

Billy Crystal hosts the star-studded 84th annual Academy Awards
GEORGINA THERMOS '14
CONTRIBUTING WRITER

On Sunday, Feb. 26, a
night of glamour and extraordinary talent brought together actors to celebrate and commemorate the film industry.
This year's Academy Awards,
in particular, focused on
reminding viewers that the
magic of movies still remains.
Throughout the show, pretaped monologues by actors
ranging
from
Barbara
Streisand to Adam Sandler
were viewed, expressing their
take on movies and what it
means for a movie to be good.
This was a night to review the
glitz and glam of Hollywood.

Nine- time host comedian
Billy Crystal contributed to
the nostalgic mood with his
humor and charm. He maintained a light- hearted, yet
sincere attitude throughout
the evening. It was a night of
triumph and honor as many
actors, directors, and films
received the gold statue.
Meryl Streep won the award
for best actress for the second
time in her career, despite a
record 14 nominations. She
won for her portrayal of
Margaret Thatcher in The
Iron Lady. Streep, along with
countless other stars were recognized for their success in
film. The Artist, won Best
Picture and its director,

Michel Hazanvicius, won Best
Director. Jean Dujardin won
Best Actor for his portrayal of
a silent film star in The
Artist. Octavia Spencer, who
played the sassy maid Minny
in The Help, gave a heartfelt
and emotional speech after
her win for Best Supporting
Actress.
Christopher
Plummer
won
Best
Supporting Actor for The
Beginners and is recognized
as the oldest actor to win an
Oscar at 82 years old. Best
Editing award went to Angus
Wall and Kirk Baxter for The
Girl With the Dragon Tattoo.
Martin Scorsese's 3D children's movie Hugo took home
several awards early in the

COURTESY OF: www.guestofaguest.com
"The Help" star Octavia Spencer tears up during her accepta nce speech fo r Best Supporting Actress.

night,
including
Best
Cinematography, Best Art
Direction, and Best Sound
Editing and Best Sound
Mixing.
The talent did not stop
there; performances by Cirque
du Soleil and jazz star
Esperanza Spaulding left the
audience
impressed
and
entertained. The energetic
beauty derived from these
performers
matched
the
evening's agenda perfectly.
The performance expressed
appreciation for production
and talent.
The attention was also
geared towards the outfits.
According to Harper's Bazaar,
Michelle Williams was nomi-

COURTESY OF: www.oscars.com
wThe Artist," a mostly silent film, won Best Picture,

Best Director, and more at last Sunday's Oscars.

nated for best dressed of the
night wearing an elegant "red
tulle gown with of-themoment peplum detail by
Louis Vuitton." Emma Stone,
Angelina Jolie, Rooney Mara
wore other most- liked dresses
of the evening.
The men
sported the traditional tuxedo
maintaining the classical
1950s Hollywood look.
A sacred portion of the
Academy Award ceremony is
the In Memoriam section.
Many admired and loved
actors were featured in this
year, a few being Elizabeth
Taylor, Jane Russell, Farley
Granger, and Michael Gough.
Whitney Houston was also
mentioned because of her role
in the film The Bodyguard.
The
sentimental
tribute
reflected the long extraordinary history of glamorous
Hollywood.
The night ended with
many deserving winners and
the reinforcement of the
movie industry's lasting influence. Oscars.go.com offers a
variety of clips featuring the
night's "Must See Moments,"
"Backstage Cam," "Pre- Show
Highlights," and many more
that you may have missed.
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Annual Vagina Monologues
performed at Trinity
EMILY MISENCIK '14
ARTS EDITOR

On Thursday, Feb. 23, Trinity's 13th
annual production of The Vagina
Monologues occurred on campus. Eve
Ensler wrote The Vagina Monologues
in 1996 as part of the V-Day movement,
which is a global movement that aims
at ending violence against the female
population. V-Day also "promotes creative events to increase awareness,
raise money, and revitalize the spirit of
existing anti-violence organizations."
V-day campaigns, like Ensler's Vagina
Monologues that is performed across
the globe, raises awareness and money
for anti-violence groups in the given
community. Over the past years, V-Day
has raised over $85 million dollars
internationally. Various companies and
organizations have rated V-Day as one
of the top charities and non-profit
organizations,
including
Worth
Magazine, Marie Claire Magazine, and
GreatNonprofits.
The performance consisted of various readings of different dialogues that
explore the various forms of female
sexuality. Joseph Laws '12 and Carlos
Velazquez '14 introduced Trinity's
Vagina Monologues, which was narrated throughout by Nancy Fleming. The
performance ended with an excerpt
from "One Billion Rising" read by the
College Chaplain at Trinity College,
Allison Read and Associate Director of

ARTNEWSFROMTHEWORLDATLARGE
CHLOE MILLER'q&EMILY MISENCIK'q

Campus Life and Leadership, Noreen
Huth. "One Billion Rising'' calls on
females and those that love them to
join together on Feb. 14 and "dance
until the violence stops."
Trinity's 13th annual performance
of The Vagina Monologues was codirected by Brittney Payton '12 and
Jeanika Browne-Springer '12 and was
sponsored by Trinity College Women &
Gender Resource Action Center
(WGRAC) , Trinity College Students
Against Sexual Assault (SASA),
Entertain Activities Council (EAC), and
Trinity's Sexual Assault Response Team
(SART). This year's production benefited the Hartford Interval House, which
is a battered women's shelter and also a
place for survivors of sexual or domestic
abuse and violence in Haiti. Over $650
was raised through proceeds from the
production and fundraisers across campus for the Interval House. More information can be learned about The
Vagina Monologues and the V-Day
movement at www.vday.org.

COURTESY OF: blogs.trincoll.edu
Performers wait backstage at this year's Monologues production

PINA:
TUESDAY 7:30 & WEDNESDAY
7:30

We've listed art news from the week below, complete with a brief recap
The big-screen 3D animated version of Dr. Suess's childhood favorite
The Lorax debuted this weeked with $70. 7 million in sales, making it the
iggest debut of 2012. The environmentally friendly tale stars the voice talents of Danny deVito, Zac Efron, and Taylor Swift.

The Amy Winehouse Foundation, set up after her death last year, will
rovide a scholarship to the Sylvia Young Theater School in London for the
tuition of one child. Winehouse studied voice at the school starting at the
age of 13.

Harry Potter fans have been abuzz since JK Rowling's announcement
ast week that she has booked a contract for a new novel. Details have not
been released, but the novel will be published by Little, Brown and be
imed towards an adult audience. It will be her first publication not based
on the Harry Potter series.

To celebrate Jimmy Kimmel's third anniversary as the host of NBC's
Late Night, Kimmel dressed up as Neil Young and joined his guest Bruce
Springsteen for a hilarious cover of LMFAO's hit song "Sexy and I Know
It."

Despite Jason Segel's celebrated performance in the recent Muppets
movie, the actor has decided not to partake in the already planned sequel.
He claims the split with the Disney project is totally amicable and he simply wishes to focus on other projects.

DEMOCRACY IN FILM:
THE PANAMA DECEPTION
THURSDAY 7:30
HUGO:
FRIDAY 7:30 & SATURDAY 2:30
&7:30
MISS REPRESENTATION:
FRIDAY 10 P.M.
CORIOLANUS:
SUNDAY 2:30 AND 7:30, MONDAY
7:30
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Painter Shira Avidor talks to Trin. community about artwork
EMILY MISENCIK '14
ARTS EDITOR

On Wednesday, Feb. 29, Israeli
painter Shira Avidor visited the
Trinity community to share her artwork and artistic knowledge. In 1998,
Avidor obtained her BFA from the
Bezalel Academy of Art and Design in
Jerusalem, where she realized she
wanted to focus her artistic talent on
painting. Afterwards, Avidor studied
at the Jerusalem Studio School with
painter Israel Hersheberg for two
years, where she decided she wanted
to paint still life pieces. Avidor then
spent four years exhibiting her work
and teaching in Jerusalem. In 2004
she moved to the United States and
obtained her MFA in painting from
Boston University, College of Fine
Arts. While at BU, Avidor was awarded the Dean's Scholarship and Kahn
Career Entry Award.
Avidor has been exhibited locally
and internationally at various locations, including the Alpha Gallery and
Nielsen Gallery in Boston, Artists'
House in Tel Aviv, Denise Bibro in New
York City and is currently exhibited at
a two-person show with artist Cathy
Lees at Boston University's Sherman
Gallery. Her work is also found in various private and public collections,
including the National Museum of
Israel, Jerusalem Foundation and
Sloane House in Boston. In recent
years, Avidor has received the PollockKasher Grant and the Doris S . Roberts
Memorial Prize.
Avidor's collection of still life paintings illustrates her knowledge of line
and color to portray the realism of the
various objects and scenes, which are

all painted from observation. The

majority of her early collection contains abstract combinations and plays
on shapes, focusing on washbasins
and stained objects. Her early collections also often hints at the presence
of a figure through deserted undergarments or fingerprints and mainly contains white, grey, and red hues. Avidor
comments on her intrigue by a limited
set of color as white is associated with
purity and nobility, grey with gloom
and lack of presence, and red, which
serves as a contrast and is associated
with passion and the forbidden. Most
of Avidor's works are also life-size,
with dimensions around 20' x 20'.
During Avidor's presentation to the
audience, she projected images of her
various works from different times in
her life. Cut Cake, which is part of her
early collection before her time at BU,
contains an isolated picture of a cut
cake. The sharp, solid circle and
shapes with subtleties exposes dynamic movement in closed shape. Her
Mirror Self-Portrait from the same

collection contains a fogged mirror and
hints at the appearance of a figure, as
mentioned earlier. Avidor used a
steam machine to paint the scene from
observation, although admits it was
hard with the outline of the figure and
steam appearing and disappearing
while painting. Avidor also states it is
interesting to "lose sharp moments."
While at BU, Avidor painted in a
different, illustrational style for two
years. Avidor's new collection was
heavier in narrative and mainly contained different girl figures in relation
to jewels and cakes. The series, which
is also life-size, has a stronger contour
and sharper images. This series also
marks Avidor's beginnings of working
on panel and her introduction to the
use of pattern. The series coincides
with her move to the United States, as
the paintings depict materialism and
large and colorful sights. After graduating, Avidor returns to a similar subject as her initial collection.
Avidor's latest body of work within

the past four to five years is also
painted on wood panels. The new
paintings consist of colorful, natural
interiors. During this time, Avidor
comments on her questioning the realism in art, which is reflected in her
use of color and pattern. Avidor also
paints a series of darker images, filled
with bed cots and echoes of objects,
which also coincides with her reflection period.
At the end of her presentation,
Avidor answered questions from the
audience. Avidor stated that she is
unable to work from photographs or
from her head, drawing from real life
observation. When talking about her
painting technique, Avidor states that
she paints with oil paint in natural
daylight in a non-traditional technique starting with a vague outline to
focusing in on specific figure shapes.
Avidor's presentation helped inspire
and educate the minds of the Trinity
community, as her artistic works and
talent is one to be admired. Avidor cur-

Jamie with Meringues was painted while Avidor sn1died at BU

Interior# 1 is one of Avidor's more recent works, painted in 2009

COURTESY O f : ROBERT KIRSCHBAUM
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Avidor's still life painting, Cut Cake, was an audience favorite

Students showcase variety of
Broadway selections in Revue
CHLOE MILLER '14
ARTS EDITOR

The Trinity College Organ Series presents Vaughn Mauren, organist,
in recital on Friday, March 9th at 7:30 p.m. in the Chapel.
While a student at Trinity, Mr. Mauren '07 was an organ student of
John Rose, the college organist. After Trinity he attended and earned
his Masters from the Yale School of Music in organ performance.
He is currently the assistant organist at Christ Church in Bronxville,
NY, which is known nationally for its excellent music program.
His Trinity performance will include works by Mendelssohn, Sowerby,
Escaich and the featured work will by Symphony III for organ by
Louis Vieme.
There is no admission charge so, come out and cheer on a distinguished alumnus.
- ,

On Friday, March
2 , twelve
Trinity students put their hard work
to the test in a performance of A
Street Clothes Revue: Trios and
Quartets from the Broadway Stage.
The show was directed by Professor
og Music Gerry Moshell, and was performed twice in the same night, at
g:30 P.M. and 10 P.M. at the Garmany
Theater in the Austin Arts Center. It
featured a variety of selections from
new and old Broadway musicals, performed by students. The show maintained an informal air by keeping the
performers dressed in regular attire
and using only their voices to perform
scenes from the musicals.
The show opened with a prologue
selection from the musical Candide.
Erik Bloomquist '14 led the rest of the
ensemble in a rendition of the song
"The Best of All Possible Worlds."
After this stunning opening act, six
duets, four ensembles, and four trios
completed a night of wonder and
entertainment as all types of
Broadway music was celebrated.
Some of the most popular perform ances were from well known musicals
such as West Side Story, Beauty and
the Beast, and Cats. The students
adopted the roles 9f the characters in
each of their respective songs, giving
the audience a small taste of each
show. In the trio "Old Friends" from

the show Merrily We Roll Along,
Frank and Charley, played by
Bloomquist and Will Yale ' 12, are
songwriting colleagues who have been
estranged from each other, and their
friend Mary, played by Elaine RojasCostillo '12 tries to bring them back
together in a song.
The two ensemble numbers showcased the women and men in the performance separately. The six females
in the cast performed "Memory" from
Cats and the males performed "Jet
Song" from West Side Story. Prof.
Moshell arranged the vocals for
"Memory" and together the six male
students choreographed their dance
in "Jet Song." The students showcased not only their vocal talents but
also their dancing, acting, and production
skills.
For
example,
Bloomquist also choreographed the
spirited finale number, "Oh Bless the
Lord, My Soul" from the musical
Gods pell.
The show included a wide variety
of humor, drama, nostalgia, and love
through the various pieces. The talent of both the director and the students involved shone through and the
effort put in to the month of
rehearsals was very evident. It was
part of an arts-filled weekend at
Austin Arts: the musical The Rustics
Dream, previously performed in New
York City and also written and directed by Moshell, was shown on both
Thursday and Saturday.
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All systems go: Men's Lacrosse prepares to face Skidmore
SEAN OKITA '15
CONTRIBUTING WRITER

Last year, the Trinity
College Men's Lacrosse team
set a new record for the college
in team wins, finishing off the
season with a 12-4 record. The
Trinity College Men's Lacrosse
team will look to continue last
year's success this coming sea son. The team is lead by Head
Coach Michael Higgins who is
now beginning his second sea son as coach of the Trinity
team . Higgins, who received
the NESCAC Coach of the year
award in 2011, is currently
ranked
No.
15
in
Lacrosse.corn's
Pre-Season
Poll, No . 16 in the United
States Intercollegiate Lacrosse
Association, and No. 20 in
Lacrosse Magazine Pre-Season
Poll. Coach Michael Higgins is
assisted by coaches Brain
Praetorius
and
Matthew
Ranaghan, all of whom will be
leading the team to what is
hopefully another successful
season.
The Bantams were able to
reach the NESCAC semifinals
for the first time last season
with their impressive record,
but fell in a tough 10-11 loss to
the
Middlebury
College
Panthers. Last year's season
showed dramatic improvement
from the one prior in 2010 as
the Bantams NESCAC inIeague record improved from
2-'1 to 6-3. The overall season
record was also a pleasant sur-

COURTESY OF flickr.com/ trincoll.edu
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Following an impressive past season, the team looks forward to another great year

Trinty Men's Lacrosse will to take the field against Skidmore College on Mar. 10

prise improving from a final
season record of 9-7 to 12-4, a
true testament to Coach
Higgins's success as a teacher
and a recruiter.
This year, the Bantams
begin the season ranked No.
16 in the United States
Intercollegiate
Lacrosse
Association Division III Poll.
Lead by captains Alex Bertles
'12, Alex Gottsch '12. Peter
Johnson '12, and Eric Phillips

41 players a promising outlook.
The team will open the season at home on March 10, 2012
with a challenging match
against Skidmore College,
ranked No. 20 in the Nation.
Five of Trinity's opponents this
season are also ranked in the
Pre-Season top twenty poll
exemplifying the NESCAC
teams have become relevant to
national lacrosse.

'12, the team looks forward to
the exciting season ahead. AllAmerican goalie Johnson and
talented
midfielder
Nick
Shaheen '13, who scored 19
goals last season, are just a
few of the players who will be
key to watch in the coming
weeks. Despite the veterans
that hope to lead the Bantams
to another great season,
twelve talented freshmen join
the team giving the roster of

The team certainly wants
to continue the upward trend
in Higgins's second season, as
he will now have a year of
recruiting and college lacrosse
experience to help guide the
way. The Trinity College
Bantams have the ability
given their players and leadership to be a legitimate contender this coming season that
will look to take the NESCAC
by storm.

Trinity Women's Squash finishes third in CSA Championships
KAYLA CHADWICK '12

\Vanna Write for

STAFF WRITRR.

On Sunday, Feb. 26, the
FI'rinity
College
women's
quash team defeated the
· ceton University Tigers at
Harvard U Diversity in Boston,
claiming third place in the
Howe Cup. The Bantams
iiefeated the Tigers in a 7-2 vie·
ory, finishing their season
with a record of 17·4.
Captain Alicia Rodriguez
12 won all three of her matchs playing against Princeton's
No. 2, Nicole Bunyan. Robyn
Hodgson '13 as well as Jennifer
elletier '14, also contributed
to the teams win as both
played won their sets 3-0
gainst Princeton's No. 6
allie Dewey and No. 5
exandra Sawin.
Trinity College entered the
ollege Squash Association
hampionship ranked No. 5 in
he nation and seeded No. 5 in
he tournament. The team's
·ctory over their Princeton
ompetitors proved to be a
great ending to the season as
he Tigers had defeated the
antams 8-1 just two weeks
before. The end of the season
eft Head Coach Wendy
artlett just one victory away
rom three hundred career
wins (299·88).

Sports?

COURTESY OF collegiar.esquashassociation.co
A Bantam battles a Princeton Tiger at Harvard during the Howe Cup Tournament.

Contact:
jordan.lailliea@trincoU. eda
or
wiU.waltball@triacoU.eda
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i , and beat Priaceton 7.

Trinity College finished thitd in the CSA Ola
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Inside Sports:
Trinity Lacrosse prepares for their first
game against Skidmore.
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Dempsey's strike sinks Italy in a historic victory for U.S. Soccer
HEATH HARCKHAM '15
CONTRIBUTING WRITER

Leap day provided a surprising victory for U.S. Soccer
as the Men's national team
pulled out a historic 1-0 win
over soccer super power Italy.
On Wednesday, Feb. 29, the
Italians hosted the Americans
in the Luigi Ferraris stadium
in Genoa. A 55th minute strike
by Clint Dempsey condemned
the Italians to their first ever
defeat in - Genoa. The win
moves the team's record to 5-41 under ne"'. manager, J iirgen
Klinsmann and is the first time
the U.S. has defeated Italy in
their eleven game, eighty-two
year competitive history.
In a contest in which the
Italians we~ highly favored to
win, the. hosts looked set to
stick to the script as a burst of
brilliant passing in the fifth
minute forced Tim Howard into
a close range foot save from a
powerful Alessandro Matri
shot. Despite the early scare,
the U.S. matched well against
the four-time World Cup champions for much of the first half,
with their best chance arriving
in a powerful Clint Dempsey
free kick from 28 yards out
which was punched away by
Italian goal keeper Gianguli

Buffon. Tenacious defending
and an impressive performance by U.S. goalie Tim
Howard saw the U.S. enter
halftime with the score level,
despite numerous chances for
the Italians.
The U.S. started the second
half well, continuing to press
against the Italians despite
their exquisite passing lead by
Italian legend Andrea Pirlo. In
the 55th minute the U.S. managed to make one of their few
chances
count.
Michael
Bradley, who put in an inspired
performance in the midfield,
found
newcomer
Fabian
Johnson, whose cross into the
box was controlled by forward
Jozy Altidore. Altidore gently
laid the ball off to a waiting
Clint Dempsey whose rightfooted shot rolled low and hard
through the legs of the Italian
defense and past the outstretched arms of a helpless
Buffon.
The
goal
was
Dempsey's 25th for the national team.
Dempsey's has been in
excellent form as his 16 goals
in all competitions with British
Premier League team Fulham
sees him trailing only four

goals scored in a season and
holds the record for most
career goals scored by a
Fulham Player. Dempsey has
also become the all-time highest scoring American in the
premier league, surpassing former club and national teammate, Brian McBride.
After Dempsey's strike the
U.S. were forced into a much
scrappier style of play in order
to withhold an Italian team
desperate to break through.
Brave and physical defending
saw the night end in frustration for the Italians and joy for
the Americans. While only an
exhibition match, Klinsmann
took away many positives from
the win, "Obviously as a coach
you're pleased because you see
them progressing, you see
young players stepping up and
playing against these amazing,
experienced Italian players
who have won the World Cup
and played big tournaments
year in and year out. Obviously
it was a big step for us," he
said.
The U.S. will hope to continue winning ways as they
look to take on Scotland and
Brazil at the end of this month

players in goals scored. In the

in final preparation for World

past year Dempsey has broken
Fulham's records for most

Cup qualification which begins
this summer.

This Day in Sports: March 6
1922 - Iconic Baseball legend Babe Ruth signs a
three year contract with the NewYorkYankees
at $52,000.

COURTESY OF chicagotribune.com
The United States National Soccer Team celebrates their victory over the Italians.

COURTESTY OF fielclofpla-y.com
A goaltender for Italy tries his best to block a shot from the American offense.

Trinity College Bantams
Men's Track and Field
Mar. 9 NCAA Division III TBA
Championships @ Grinnell

1982 -The San Antonio Spurs beat the
Milwaukee Bucks 171 to 166 in triple overtime
game. It is the highest scoring contest in the
history of the NBA.

Women's Track and Field
Mar. 9 NCAA Division III TBA
Championships @ Grinnell

1985 - Enos Slaughter, right fielder for the St.
Louis Cardinals, and Arley Vaughan, shortstop
for the Pittsburgh Pirates and the Brooklyn
Dodgers, are elected to the Baseball Hall of
Fame.

Men's Baseball
Mar. 10 vs MIT

1988 - Julie Krone, the first female jockey to win
the Triple Crown and be inducted into the
National Museum of Racing and Hall of Fame,
wins her 1205 race.
1994 - British sprinter and hurdler Colin
Jackson, the winner of the Olympic silver medal
in hurdles, set a world record for the indoor 60
meter hurdles, running the race in 7 .30 seconds.

11 a.m.

Women's Lacrosse
12 p.m.
Mar. 10 at Stevens
Men's Lacrosse
Mar. 10 vs Skidmore
Mar. 14 vs Western
New Eng.

1 p.m.
4 p.m.

